
...Street Shock?
How many times, have we 'all' heard - “So and so has just died – collapsed; had a cardiac arrest – 
dead before they got to hospital!. Pity, what a lovely person – so young!”

After reading articles like that in newspapers – (often involving quite famous people), I started noticing 
that people were keen to get 'defibrillators', to put in boxes – within communities, at places like 
doctors surgeries, village halls and sports venues; so I started to look into what they cost.

Try it yourself – they range in price I bought one myself from St. John Ambulance, but the ones in 
boxes cost (with the box) twice as much, a defibrillator alone. This got me thinking, so I rang around, 
went on the internet and invited a spokesperson from local ambulance service. What I'm going to tell 
you, might shock you!

Cardiac arrest comes without warning – it is a failure of the heart muscles electrical system. Anyone 
who has a cardiac arrest, for all intensive purposes is dead! There is no pulse, no blood is being 
pumped to the brain – so brain damage occurs in minutes.

There is only minutes to save the victim, that is why it is one of Britain's biggest killers. Time is of the 
essence. Never mind you might think, if it happens to one of my family – I can go to one of those 
community boxes and use one of the defibrillators, to save someone. This is very misleading.

First you have to ring 999, ask for ambulance service – after giving details to the operator, you will 
normally only be given a code to get a defibrillator box open, if the victim is located within 200 metres 
of the nearest community displayed box! So, as most  of our homes are much farther away than 200 
metres away – the guidance on chances of getting there and back, quick enough to save your loved 
one, is thought pointless (in other words, community defibrillators won't be any good to anyone at 
home); because the distance is too far and saving someone almost impossible.

This means, that we are all the the mercy of traffic (and an alert reaching the nearest ambulance, or 
volunteer 'first responder'). So, given the death rate is around 100,000 annually in Britain – I started 
thinking what could be done, to improve everyone's chances of being saved (ordinary people like you 
and me). Here's my answer – and what I'm going to do about it!

Cardiac victims who drop in our homes, need a trained neighbour within yards 'in our street', to come 
and 'shock us', within a minute or two (the quickest possible way); defibrillators in a neighbours house 
– 'two for the money spent on boxed ones'; available 24/7 365 days per year – for when someone's 
survival relies on one being there.

That's all well and good (you may think) – but when I tell you, that batteries on them last fully charged 
for 5 – 6 years; pennies per week per household in each street, it's very cheap to arrange. But here's 
my proposal; instead of buying a street defibrillator – we get them given to us!!  Something for 
nothing, to help us live longer, paid for by getting a £40 per household cash-back-voucher? (in effect 
a discount on what we'll all have to pay for later, a £40 deposit on a fixed price funeral we'll all need).

This is not so crazy as it seems. Nobody thinks too much about funerals early on, do they; but at the 
back of our minds, we know that we'll all have to pay for one sooner or later. So why not get  much 
more out of it, to boost our lives right through, or save people we love, in our own street??
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